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I have had this lower L4-L5
back vertebra displacement
since early high school teens.
This condition caused me to
receive a 1-Y draft deferment
in 1969 during Vietnam War.
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spondylolisthesis
DIAGNOSIS

I eventually had “minor back
decompression surgery” in
1997, which greatly reduced
the sciatic pain. I had to quit
playing tennis; but was able
to continue playing golf and
realized how important it was
to find a bio-mechanically
sound and fluid golf swing.
The more simple and sound
my golf swing became, the
better my back felt practicing
on a driving range or playing
a full round of golf.
Over the years I learned that
swinging a golf club properly
actually helped to exercise
my lower back in a very low
stress and positive way.

This x-ray shows
a 7 mil. 3/8 inch
displacement of
my lower L4-L5
vertebra column

See body ROTATION
its critical in all sports
See Golf Biomechanics

I initially sustained this back injury playing High School football 1963. For years, I only experienced
annoying lower back pain, but was still able to play many sports including: tennis, golf, and snow skiing.
The sciatic nerves begin to exit from our spinal core (L4-L5-S1 vertebra region) and are the brain’s main
connection to use and control of our lower torso and legs. Later, after many years of playing tennis, golf,
and snow skiing, my L4-L5 vertebra shifted further, and began causing severe sciatic shooting pain down
left leg.
In 1997 this neurosurgeon Dr. Greg Bailey, performed the basic procedure called “micro-decompression”
to remove bone spurs and vertebra materials rubbing against the nerves coming out of my spinal cord in
the lower L4-L5 vertebra back region. This procedure did not totally eliminate my sciatic problem, but I
was able to fully resume normal life activities including playing golf and snow skiing. However, I can not
play tennis or walk on hard surfaces for lengthy periods of time. For over 15 years now, I have been able
to play golf, snow ski, etc. - JF Jaeger
Thank you… Dr Gregory Bailey click here for micro disc surgery
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